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Figure 1: The five globe visualisation idioms evaluated in our study (left) and the Geoburst design (right).

ABSTRACT
Geographic data visualisation on virtual globes is intuitive and
widespread, but has not been thoroughly investigated. We explore
two main design factors for quantitative data visualisation on vir-
tual globes: i) commonly used primitives (2D bar, 3D bar, circle)
and ii) the orientation of these primitives (tangential, normal, bill-
boarded). We evaluate five distinctive visualisation idioms in a user
study with 50 participants. The results show that aligning primi-
tives tangentially on the globe’s surface decreases the accuracy of
area-proportional circle visualisations, while the orientation does
not have a significant effect on the accuracy of length-proportional
bar visualisations. We also find that tangential primitives induce
higher perceived mental load than other orientations. Guided by
these results we design a novel globe visualisation idiom, Geoburst,
that combines a virtual globe and a radial bar chart. A preliminary
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evaluation reports potential benefits and drawbacks of the Geoburst
visualisation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual globes are widely used for visualising quantitative data
(such as global pandemic data [10], earthquake epicentres [33], or
human population [46]) and virtual globes often serve as a device
for narrative storytelling in news media [10, 29] or for public instal-
lations [55]. Furthermore, emerging technologies such as tangible
interfaces and extended reality displays have brought newmeans to
visualise and interact with virtual globes [20, 52, 55, 62]. Common
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visualisations for quantitative data on virtual globes use circles that
vary in area or three-dimensional bars that vary in length. Despite
the prevalence of quantitative data visualisations on globes, their ef-
fectiveness has not been thoroughly studied, and there is very little
guidance for designing quantitative data visualisations with virtual
globes. Considering the increasing popularity of visualisation on
interactive virtual globes, design guidelines and an evaluation of
different globe visualisations are crucial.

We focus on the visualisation of quantitative data on virtual
globes. We first identify visualisation idioms for virtual globes
by exploring commonly used primitives and the orientation of
these primitives. From these design considerations, we derive five
distinctive quantitative visualisation idioms for virtual globes that
use area-proportional circles or length-proportional bars as a visual
channel, and vary the way the primitives are placed on the globe
(tangential, normal and billboarded). We then evaluate the five
idioms by conducting a user study with 50 participants. The results
of the study indicate that area-proportional circles with a tangential
alignment have poor reading accuracy. The reading accuracy of
length-proportional bars on the other hand does not seem to be
affected by the orientation. The study results also show that aligning
primitives tangentially on a globe leads to a higher perceivedmental
load, whereas bars perpendicular to the globe surface (normal) are
effective and aesthetically pleasing.

Motivated by the results of the study, we explore Geoburst, a new
approach to visualising quantitative data by combining a virtual
globe with a radial bar chart. We propose an interaction design and
create a prototype of the Geoburst visualisation using a city popula-
tion dataset. We showed the prototype to visualisation expert users
in a preliminary evaluation. The results uncover potential benefits,
challenges, and key factors in designing the Geoburst visualisation.

This paper explores the effectiveness of different idioms for data
visualisation on globes. The key contributions of this paper are:

(1) an evaluation of globe visualisation idioms using graphic
perception tasks,

(2) discussion of design implications for visualising quantitative
data on globes, and

(3) Geoburst, a novel visualisation that links a virtual globe with
a radial bar chart.

For the remainder of the paper, we use ‘globes’ and ‘virtual
globes’ as synonyms.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 The Ubiquitous Globe Visualisations
The development of computer-generated globes was underpinned
by Al Gore in 1992 [22, 23] with his “Digital Earth” vision, and since
then, data visualisation on virtual globes has become very popular
in various contexts. Nowadays, virtual globes such as Google Earth
or Cesium are commonly used for urban planning [58], climate
data [34], education [41] and communication in news media. For
example, the current Coronavirus pandemic is often visualised on
virtual globes, such as the number of COVID-19 cases or the pan-
demic’s effect on international flights (Figure 2, A, B). Professional
data analysis software such as Power BI1 (Figure 2, C) or Esri’s

1https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/

geographic information systems2 (Figure 2, D) support globe visu-
alisations. Globes are also increasingly used beyond the 2D desktop
in mixed reality applications (Figure 2, E, F).

In a broader context, the advancement of computing technology
has opened up new means to visualise and interact with virtual
globes. Recent examples include globe visualisations combining
tangible spheres and virtual reality rendering [20], flow maps on
virtual reality globes [62], augmented reality globes [52], as well as
3D printed globe visualisations [51, 52]. Vega et al. [55] explored
opportunities of globe visualisations and suggested that globes are
highly compelling and versatile for information visualisation and
public space installations. This argument aligns with recent studies
on maps and globes in virtual reality that found that globes are
intuitive and familiar to users [62]. Other studies supported the
user preferences towards globes over flat maps for flow maps and
prism maps [56, 60].

However, placing quantitative visualisations on globes is ar-
guably not always the most effective way to visualise geographic
data. Globes suffer from distortion near the horizon [44] and com-
plete occlusion of an entire hemisphere. Nevertheless, data visuali-
sation on virtual globes is highly popular.

Figure 2: Examples of globes and visualisation. From A to
F: COVID-19 cases [10], flight numbers visualisation [29],
Power BI globe [37], population count visualisation [46],
COVID-19 number of cases in augmented reality [35], data
globe on HoloLens [39].

2.2 Visualising Quantitative Data on Maps and
Globes

This research focuses on the visualisation of discrete phenomena
on virtual globes, that is, geographic phenomena that are best
visualised with value-proportional point symbols, such as bar and
circle primitives [54]. This section summarises related past studies
on quantitative data visualisation on maps and globes. In general,
very little empirical evidence has been gathered to understand
quantitative idioms for virtual globes, and research on virtual globes
and virtual globes using a three-dimensional surface as spatial
reference is surprisingly scarce.
2https://www.esri.com/
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Data visualisation encodes values with marks and channels of
visual primitives [38]. For globes, the types of primitive used are
mainly bars sticking out of the globe [37] and circles that are aligned
tangentially on the globe’s surface [10]. White et al. [56] explored
the visualisation of continuous geographic phenomena using choro-
pleth and prism maps on 2D maps and globes. They found no effect
on accuracy between 2D maps and globes but the response time for
globes was higher than for 2D maps. A study by Popelka et al. [44]
compared proportional symbols on perspective maps and zoomed-
in views of a virtual globe. Their study confirmed the increased
response time for globes and also found that the distortion of the
symbol near the horizon decreases reading accuracy [44].

For maps, we focus on studies that evaluated quantitative geo-
graphic data visualisation on maps that use a three-dimensional ref-
erence space [18] or evaluated three-dimensional visual primitives
for encoding quantitative information [4–6, 45, 50]. In a relative
size estimation task, Bleisch et al. found that 2D bars were more
accurate than 3D bars, and 2D circles were the least accurate [4].
They also found that 2D circles were the least performative while
3D bars were the fastest idiom [4]. Researchers in cartography and
geovisualisation have explored the effects of different types of refer-
ence spaces, that is, 2D flat maps or 3D surface maps, but could not
find significant differences between flat 2D maps and 3D terrain
maps when using 2D bar chart primitives [5, 50].

3 QUANTITATIVE DATA VISUALISATION
IDIOMS FOR VIRTUAL GLOBES

In this section, we identify five sensible and distinctive quantitative
visualisation idioms for virtual globes. Two-dimensional and three-
dimensional bars, as well as area-proportional circles and squares
are the most common value-proportional primitives for represent-
ing quantitative data on maps [17, 54]. Round shapes, like circles,
are commonly preferred to angular shapes, like squares [14, 53],
and are visually stable [54]. We therefore limit our exploration to
bar and circle primitives. The bar and circle primitives can be ori-
ented in different ways on the globe. We use normal vectors and
orthogonal tangent vectors on the globe surface to describe the
orientation of primitives.

We focus on the type of primitives and their orientation, because
these are the two most fundamental properties. We do not explore
other design considerations in more details, such as the effect of
the camera’s field of view [24], the globe’s scale, or the graphic
design of primitives (e.g. considerations for choosing the primitives’
dimensions and colour).

Normal vectors of a sphere’s surface vary from pointing towards
the camera in the centre of the view to being perpendicular to the
camera’s viewing direction on the horizon of the globe (Figure 3).
Variations in direction are also present for the sphere’s tangent
vectors that vary with the location on the globe. Flat primitives
placed on the globe can also be “billboarded” [1]; that is, oriented
to consistently face the user’s viewpoint, which prevents distortion
due to an oblique viewing angle.

By combining these three orientations with the three commonly
used primitives, we created a 3×3matrix of visualisation idioms for
quantitative information on virtual globes (Figure 4). This matrix
combines the three identified orientations (tangential, normal and

tangentnormal

view vector

billboard

Figure 3: Possible orientations of primitives on a globe.

billboarded) with the three primitives (2D bar, 3D bar and 2D circle).
However, we discard four of the nine combinations that are not
unique or sensible. The 2D bar and circle with normal orientation
(Figure 4, top middle, bottom middle) are not sensible because
their flat geometry makes them invisible when positioned near
the centre of the globe, pointed toward the viewer. Tangential and
billboarded 3D bars (Figure 4, middle left and middle right) are not
unique because they look very similar to 2D bars from the viewer’s
perspective. The remaining five visualisations used in our study
are discussed below.

Tangential Normal Billboarded

Figure 4: Visualisation idioms for quantitative data visuali-
sation on globes. Idioms with a cross are discarded.

Billboarded Bars (Figure 4, top right). Billboarding flat primi-
tives harnesses “the power of planar” [38], and makes bar lengths
easily comparable by aligning them in the same orientation. How-
ever, this causes two issues: First, bars that pass behind others are
occluded. Second, bars on the southern hemisphere point towards
the interior of the globe and are hidden by the globe surface. This
can be fixed easily by positioning the upper end of the bars on
the globe surface, but this introduces a perceptual inconsistency,
potentially limiting the usefulness of this idiom.

Tangential Bars (Figure 4, top left). This idiom aligns 2D bars
tangentially on the globe’s surface as if they are printed on the
globe’s surface. The visual channel of the Tangential Bars idiom is
the spherical arc length. This approach preserves the visibility of
the globe surface and allows all bars to be presented in the same
direction (e.g. towards the north pole). However, this representation
is prone to view distortion when bars are placed close to the horizon
of the globe.
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Normal Bars (Figure 4, centre). In this idiom, three-dimensional
bars or tubes are aligned with the normal of the sphere’s surface.
This representation is arguably the most common representation of
quantitative values on a globe that we found in media (e.g. Figure 2,
C, D, F). This idiom shares the occlusion issue of billboarded bars,
and has an additional issue of perceptually shrinking bar lengths
when bars are positioned at the visual centre of the globe view.

Billboarded Circles (Figure 4, bottom right). In this idiom, 2D
circles are oriented towards the camera’s position, ensuring viewers
see perfect circles. Like Billboarded Bars, this idiom “preserves the
power of planar” but has an occlusion issue where a part of a circle
near the horizon penetrates the sphere and is invisible. In addition,
since the depth of each circle is determined by its location on the
globe surface, we lose the flexibility of sorted drawing, that is,
rendering large circles first and small circles later as is conventional
for proportional symbol maps to reduce occlusion [7].

Tangential Circles (Figure 4, bottom left). This idiom uses 2D
circles placed tangentially on the globe’s surface. Each circle be-
comes a spherical cap, with the visual channel of the idiom being
the cap’s area. As opposed to Billboarded Circles, the orientation of
Tangential Circles allows for sorted drawing, that is, large circles
are rendered first to reduce occlusion of small circles. Examples of
this idiom are shown in Figure 2, A, E.

4 USER STUDY: RELATIVE SIZE ESTIMATION
We conducted a user study to empirically evaluate the five globe
visualisation idioms defined in the previous section. In particular,
we aimed to better understand the effects of primitive types and
orientations on the interpretation of encoded data values. To collect
results from a diverse set of participants, we used crowdsourcing
with a custom-built online virtual globe.

4.1 Task and Study Design
In this section we describe the design of our user study and the
motivation behind it. We use a relative size estimation task, which
has been used in related studies [4, 11, 12, 25]. Our study is similar
to Cleveland and McGill’s graphic perception studies [11, 12] but
with two key differences: we evaluate arc length and spherical cap
area which were not included in their studies, and we use a globe
rather than a flat 2D plane. This task asks participants to inspect
two values and estimate the size of the smaller value relative to the
larger one. In our study, the answers range from 0% to 100% where
100% means both primitives have the same value.

Idiom is the primary factor of our study, which includes the five
idioms discussed in section 3. We include several other factors that
affect the presentation of elements within each idiom, as described
below.

Distance. Similar to a previous study [61], the Distance factor
in our study defines the angular distance between the two values
to be compared. We define three angular distances, 20◦, 60◦, and
120◦, with increasing levels of distortion caused by the placement
of values further from the view centre (Figure 5, top).

RelSize. Another factor is relative size (RelSize) which is a com-
mon factor for studies with relative size estimation tasks [11, 25].
It is the relative difference between the values represented by two

20° 120°60°

25 px

50 px

10 px
20 px

A B

Figure 5: Top: the variation of angular distances with vary-
ing latitude from left to right as used in our study. Bottom:
illustration of two pairs of bars (A, B) with the same rela-
tive size (50%) between the larger and smaller bars but with
different maximum sizes (50 px in pair A, 20 px in pair B).

visual primitives. This factor has never been tested on a spheri-
cal surface, so we include this factor in our study. We define five
relative sizes: 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%.

MaxSize. Similar to Cleveland and McGill’s experiment [12],
the MaxSize factor determines the maximum size of the primitives
in each idiom (Figure 5, bottom). For each task, the larger of each
pair of values will be determined by the maximum size, while the
second value is determined by the relative size factor. Since the
absolute size of the primitives will affect the ability of participants
to perceive differences, we include two different values to evaluate
how this affects different idioms: Large and Small maximum size.

To summarise, our study design consists of the following four
factors.

• Idiom = {Tangential Bars, Billboarded Bars, Normal Bars, Tan-
gential Circles, Billboarded Circles}

• Distance = {20◦, 60◦, 120◦}
• RelSize = {10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%}
• MaxSize = {Large, Small}

The total number of responses per participant is 5 Idiom× 3Distance
× 5 RelSize × 2 MaxSize = 150 responses.

4.2 Mapping Data Values to Visual Channels
The equations for mapping data values to visual channels are shown
in Table 1. We use a linear data mapping for all bar visualisations.
For Billboarded Circles, we encode the data value to be proportional
to the circle’s area by calculating the radius [54] without percep-
tual adjustment, such as the one suggested by Flannery [21]. The
equation for mapping a data value to the area of a spherical cap for
the tangential circle idiom is given in Table 1. The formula deter-
mines the central angle \ (Figure 6) of the spherical surface area
equation [43]. Steps we took to derive the equation are provided in
Supplementary Material 1.

To define the Large and Small sizes, we first created visuali-
sations with an actual dataset and varied properties, such as the
width and height of bars. We then chose suitable property values
for each idiom. For the Billboarded Bars and Normal Bars, the Large
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θ RR

A

Figure 6: The central angle \ as calculated in Table 1. The red
area is the spherical cap.

size is equal to the radius of the sphere while Small size is 25%
of the sphere radius. To make Tangential Bars comparable with
Billboarded Bars and Normal Bars, we assume that the length of the
bar for Billboarded Bars and Normal Bars is equal to the length of
the arc in Tangential Bars, which allows us to calculate the associ-
ated maximum central angles (𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 57.3◦, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 14.3◦).

Defining a circle’s area that is comparable with a length is a
difficult design problem. We use a pragmatic approach in defining
the primitive MaxSize by evaluating the appearance of the visuali-
sation with an actual dataset. For Billboarded Circles, we choose a
circle radius of 10% of the sphere radius for the Large maximum
size and 5% for the Small maximum size. Since the calculated value
for the Tangential Circles idiom is the central angle of the spherical
cap, we assume that the radius of the Billboarded Circles idiom is
equivalent to the length of the arc of the spherical cap (Figure 6,
A), which results in a Large maximum size of 5.7◦ and a Small
maximum size of 2.9◦ for the central angle of Tangential Circles.
All globe visualisation idioms with the Large MaxSize are shown
in Figure 1.

4.3 Apparatus
We composed a dataset containing 30 value pairs for each idiom
(3 Distance× 5 RelSize× 2 MaxSize). Each idiom had the same set
of pairs, but we randomised the order to reduce the learning effect.
Since the Distance factor does not determine where values should
be placed on the globe, we created 10 (5 RelSize× 2MaxSize) prede-
fined locations by varying latitudes (Figure 5, top). For billboarded
idioms, we placed visual primitives on the three-dimensional model,
which means we allowed minor perspective distortion. We created
an online study apparatus using Unity WebGL3 on a 1280 pixels
× 700 pixels canvas and hosted the study apparatus on our own
web server. To ensure the study ran smoothly, we used a hard-
ware screening criterion of a minimum of 8GB of memory. Study
apparatus materials and the questionnaire are provided in the Sup-
plementary Material 3.

4.4 Procedure
The Idiom order for each participant was assigned according to
the Latin square order. For each idiom, we provided four training
trials with random relative size values. In the beginning of each
trial, we rotated the globe such that the globe was centred on the
middle point between the two visual primitives. We also drew an
arc connecting the two primitives to minimise the time required

3https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/webgl-building.html

by participants to locate them. We intentionally did not show
the graticule (regularly spaced lines of meridians and parallels) to
prevent participants from using it as a measurement tool.

A time limit of 10 seconds was given for each trial, which is
roughly the time to complete a brief task [8], to limit study du-
ration and to motivate participants to perform quick judgement.
Participants provided their estimations using an answer panel con-
taining a slider with a range from 1% to 100% with three labels
(1%, 50%, and 100%) and representative icons of the label values.
We allowed participants to perform a limited rotation of the globe
using the mouse. Since we did not allow participants to zoom, we
set the camera’s field of view such that the globe appeared similar
to a globe in Google Maps.

In general, our study consisted of three main steps: briefing, trials,
and post-study questionnaire. The briefing stage consisted of approx-
imately 5 minutes of reading the task descriptions. We deliberately
asked participants to perform one block of trials to ensure the total
study time was manageable. Each participant performed a total of
170 trials (150 actual trials + 20 training trials) in a maximum of
30 minutes time. After the trials, the participant was redirected to
a 5-minute post-study questionnaire. In total, the duration of the
study was around 40 minutes.

4.5 Participants and Data Collection
For the data collection, we recruited a total of 52 participants, 35 par-
ticipants from the Prolific.co [40] crowdsourcing service (9 females,
25 males, 1 participant preferred not to say) and 17 participants
from convenience sampling (demographics not collected). We col-
lected three types of data: i) task-related data, ii) interaction log
data, iii) subjective measures data. For the task-related data, we
recorded participants’ relative size estimations and response times.
The response time was recorded from the start of the trial until
the participant pressed the space button on their keyboard to show
the answer panel. The interaction log data mainly contained the
globe rotation and mouse position which was sampled 10 times per
second. In the post-study questionnaire, we asked participants to
rate confidence, aesthetics, and perceived mental load for each of
the idioms on a Likert scale (1 – strongly disagree to 5 – strongly
agree). We also asked participants to briefly explain their strategy
to estimate the values for each idiom.

We created a study on Prolific.co and that we linked with our web
server. We set a pre-screening criterion on normal and corrected
vision, English language proficiency, minimum approval rate of
95%, and minimum number of previous submissions of 10. We also
limited our study to desktop only. We provided a payment [9] of
£5 with a rate of £7.5/h which is considered as a “good” payment
according to Prolific.co.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Analysis
We reviewed the data collected from the participants using statisti-
cal methods and visualisation (details provided in the Supplemen-
tary Material 2). After discarding the data of two of the crowd-
sourced participants, we finally had data from 50 participants (33
crowdsourced, 17 non-crowdsourced) with a total of 7500 observa-
tions. We removed a total of 1.8% trials (135 trials) that either had a
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Table 1: Idioms, visual channels, calculated values, and equations. 𝑅 = globe radius, 𝑑𝑖 = data value, 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = maximum value,
\𝑚𝑎𝑥 , ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 are maximum central angle, maximum height, and maximum radius determined by Large and Small condi-
tions.

Idiom Visual Channel Calculated Equation Large Small

Tangential Bars arc length central angle (\𝑖 ) \𝑖 =
𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
×\𝑚𝑎𝑥 \𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 57.3◦ \𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 14.3◦

Billboarded Bars bar height height (ℎ𝑖 ) ℎ𝑖 =
𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
×ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑅 ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.25 𝑅

Normal Bars bar height height (ℎ𝑖 ) ℎ𝑖 =
𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
×ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑅 ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.25 𝑅

Billboarded Circles circle area radius (𝑟𝑖 ) 𝑟𝑖 = ( 𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥

)0.5 ×𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.1 𝑅 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.05 𝑅
Tangential Circles spherical cap area central angle (\𝑖 ) \𝑖 =𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠 (1−

𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥

× (1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 (\𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) ) ) \𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 5.7◦ \𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2.9◦

z-score of absolute error > 3 or, due to technical issues, a response
time > 11 seconds.

We performed Shapiro–Wilk tests on the log absolute error and
response time of the trials and found that both measures are not
normally distributed. Thus, we used the Aligned Rank Transform
(ART) [57] approach that allowed us to perform a factorial para-
metric repeated measure ANOVA test on error and response time
data. As per post-hoc analysis, we used the Least Squares Means
model with Bonferroni adjustment. The Shapiro–Wilk test of sub-
jective measure data also showed that the data was not normally
distributed. We then used the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test
with Wilcox Bonferroni pairwise comparison test for all subjective
measures. We used confidence levels of 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑝 < 0.01, and
𝑝 < 0.001. Visualisations of the results can be seen in Figure 7.

5.2 Errors
The result of repeatedmeasure ANOVAof log absolute error showed
main effects on Idiom (𝐹 = 75.24, 𝑝 < 0.001), RelSize (𝐹 = 241.61, 𝑝 <

0.001), and MaxSize (𝐹 = 33.76, 𝑝 < 0.001). No main effect was
found on the Distance factor. We also found interaction effects
on Idiom × RelSize (𝐹 = 4.00, 𝑝 < 0.001), Idiom × MaxSize (𝐹 =

16.50, 𝑝 < 0.001), Idiom × Distance (𝐹 = 2.60605, 𝑝 < 0.01), and
Idiom × RelSize × MaxSize (𝐹 = 3.06371, 𝑝 < 0.001). However, fur-
ther analysis of the interaction effects did not show significant
differences in disordinal / crossover interactions which supports
the generalisability of the result of the main effects.

Post-hoc analysis of main effects revealed several significant dif-
ferences. In terms of Idiom, we found that the two area-proportional
idioms,Billboarded Circles and Tangential Circles, were significantly
less accurate than the three length-proportional idioms. The Tan-
gential Circles idiom was less accurate than the Billboarded Circles
idiom, making it the worst in terms of accuracy. We found no dif-
ferences in accuracy among bar-based idioms (see Figure 7).

The RelSize Post-hoc analysis showed that results for extreme
values were more accurate than for middle values (𝑝 < 0.001)
with 10% and 90% more accurate than 30%, 50%, 70% and 30% more
accurate than 50%, 70%. We found no differences between 50% and
70%. As per MaxSize, we found that results for Large were more
accurate than for Small (𝑝 < 0.001) MaxSize.

We also looked at actual relative size vs estimated relative size
(Figure 8, left). Our visual analysis shows that participants tended
to underestimate the actual size for Billboarded Circles. In contrast,
the Tangential Circles show an overestimation trend where most of
the estimated relative sizes are higher than the actual relative sizes.

5.3 Response Time
We found main effects on all factors: Idiom (𝐹 = 308.75, 𝑝 < 0.001),
RelSize (𝐹 = 18.42, 𝑝 < 0.001), MaxSize (𝐹 = 29.80, 𝑝 < 0.001),
and Distance (𝐹 = 156.43, 𝑝 < 0.001). Interaction effects were
found on Idiom × RelSize (𝐹 = 2.47, 𝑝 < 0.001), Idiom × MaxSize
(𝐹 = 16.89, 𝑝 < 0.001), Idiom × Distance (𝐹 = 8.45, 𝑝 < 0.001),
RelSize × MaxSize (𝐹 = 2.99, 𝑝 < 0.05), and Idiom × RelSize ×
MaxSize (𝐹 = 2.64, 𝑝 < 0.001).

Post-hoc analysis showed that the Billboarded Circles idiom was
the fastest among all idioms, all circle-based idioms were faster
than all bar-based idioms. The Billboarded Bars idiom was faster
than Tangential Bars and Normal Bars. The Normal Bars idiom was
the slowest among all idioms. For RelSize, we found that 10% was
faster than 30%, 50%, 70% (𝑝 < 0.001), 90% (𝑝 < 0.01), and 90%
was faster than 50% (𝑝 < 0.05), 70% (𝑝 < 0.01). The post-hoc test
of MaxSize shows that Small is faster than Large size (𝑝 < 0.001).
In terms of Distance, we found that 20◦ was faster than 60◦ (𝑝 <

0.001), 120◦ (𝑝 < 0.001), and 60◦ was faster than 120◦ (𝑝 < 0.001).
The analysis of the interaction effects revealed two significant

crossovers (Figure 8, right). First, there was a strong crossover be-
tween (Normal Bars − Tangential Bars | Large) and (Normal Bars
− Tangential Bars | Small). This result indicates that the Tangen-
tial Bars idiom is much faster than the Normal Bars idiom on the
Small MaxSize condition. The second significant crossover interac-
tion was found between (Normal Bars − Tangential Bars | 60◦) and
(Normal Bars − Tangential Bars | 120◦) which indicates that the
Tangential Bars idiom is faster than the Normal Bars idiom for 60◦.

5.4 User Interactions
We calculated the mean angle of globe rotation per trial for each
of the idioms and performed the Kruskal-Wallis test (Figure 7). We
found that the mean total angle of rotation per trial was smallest for
Billboarded Circles (mean = 64◦) and Billboarded Bars (123◦). Partici-
pants used more rotation for Tangential Circles (151◦), Normal Bars
(168◦), and Tangential Bars (198◦).

We analysed the user interaction further by looking at the re-
lationship between globe rotation, response time, and error. We
found that the amount of total rotation has an effect on the re-
sponse time, but we could not conclusively find any effect of total
rotation on the absolute error. Kendall correlation analysis for all
idioms shows low positive correlation between total rotation and
response time (𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑟 = 0.44) and negligible correlation be-
tween total rotation and absolute error (𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑟 = −0.03) [26].
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Figure 7: Main measures of all idioms.

Further analysis of correlation per idiom for total rotation and ab-
solute error only shows negligible correlation on Tangential Bars
(𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑟 = −0.05) and Tangential Circles (𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑟 = −0.05).

To get a better understanding of user interaction patterns per
idiom, we grouped user interactions based on the interquartile
range of the total globe rotation per trial: none (0◦ − 3.5◦), low
(3.5◦ − 96.5◦), medium (96.5◦ − 220.4◦), high (> 220.4◦) and looked
for patterns in errors using visual analysis.

The amount of rotation varies across idioms (Figure 9, top). Of
all idioms, participants used the highest amount of rotation with
Normal Bars. When comparing the two billboarded idioms, it is
apparent that participants used fewer interaction with Billboarded
Circles and more interaction with Billboarded Bars. We see a similar
pattern with tangential idioms where participants use less rota-
tion with circles than bars. Figure 9, bottom, shows absolute error
and interaction patterns for all idioms. For Tangential Bars more
interaction resulted in smaller errors. In general, Figure 9, bottom,
does not show a clear pattern between the amount of rotation and
absolute error.

5.5 Subjective Measures
The analysis of subjective measures revealed several findings (Fig-
ure 7).

Confidence –We found significant differences in confidence rat-
ings (𝜒2 = 61.13, 𝑝 < 0.05) with a higher rating for Billboarded Bars
and Normal Bars than for all other visualisation idioms.

Aesthetics – We also found significant differences in subjec-
tive rating of aesthetics (𝜒2 = 78.42, 𝑝 < 0.05). The Normal Bars
idiom was found to be the most aesthetically pleasing while the
Billboarded Bars idiom was the least pleasing.

Perceived Mental Load – Significant differences were found
in perceived mental load ratings (𝜒2 = 31.71, 𝑝 < 0.05) with both
tangential idioms, Tangential Bars and Tangential Circles, yielding
significantly higher perceived mental load than Billboarded Bars
and Normal Bars. No difference was found for Billboarded Circles.

5.6 Qualitative Feedback
We looked at participants comments on the interaction strategy
and identified common themes for each idiom.

Billboarded Bars. The most common strategy reported by par-
ticipants for the Billboarded Bars idiom was directly estimating
values. Although the bars could be directly compared, a notable
number of participants tried to align the two bars on a horizontal
axis: “try best to rotate the globe to let two bars have same bottom line
...” (P49). A few participants also found that the Billboarded Bars
idiom made it easy to perform comparison and required less effort
to rotate the globe (P41, P43, P30).
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Tangential Bars. Some participants reported they were mainly
trying to centre the two bars on the globe and to memorise the size
of the tangential bars. The Tangential Bars idiom was reported by
a few participants to be difficult to compare and required memo-
risation of the bars (e.g. “This was extremely hard, had to compare
them with memory ...”, P9; “... compare them with a memory of the
previous bar ...”, P30).

Normal Bars. As per Normal Bars, we found a very common
strategy of aligning bars on the horizon of the globe to estimate the
value. P45, “Moved the 3D bars to the perimeter of the globe so that
the end of bar that touches the surface is exactly at the horizon”. Two
participants also commented that the Normal Bars idiom is visually
nice (P41) and outstanding (P43).

Billboarded Circles. For Billboarded Circles, six participants re-
ported they were trying to imagine the smaller circle being placed
inside the larger one and then estimated the size. A few nega-
tive comments were also given for this idiom. Participants found
Billboarded Circles to be hard (P9, P17, P18), very counter-intuitive
(P18), and most complicated (P40). Nevertheless, some participants
appreciated the billboarding approach to reduce the effort to rotate
the globe (P30, P43). “I did not need to drag around the map too
much”, P30.

Tangential Circles. Common comments on Tangential Circles
were quite similar to Tangential Barswhere participants tried to rely
on memory by quickly switching two spherical caps back and forth
to the centre. A few participants reported that Tangential Circles
idiom was harder than Billboarded Circles (P9, P38) while one par-
ticipant commented that Billboarded Circles is the most unpleasant
to estimate (P41). P41, “... it required a lot of moving the globe and I
wasn’t confident in my comparisons.”

5.7 Discussion
The Tangential Circles idiom (mean absolute error = 11.9) was the
worst in terms of accuracy, being 28.5% less accurate than Bill-
boarded Circles (9.26). The absence of significant differences in error
between the bar idioms came as a surprise considering that, unlike
Billboarded Bars (8.28), the Normal Bars (8.15) and Tangential Bars
(8.58) have distortion issues. We found that the increase of primi-
tive size benefits comparison accuracy with Large MaxSize causing
smaller errors than Small MaxSize. We also confirmed the results
from a previous study where it was found that relative estimation
accuracy was high near extreme values (10% and 90%) and degraded
as the actual relative size approached 50% [25]. Surprisingly, the
variation in angular distances between the two values did not have
any significant effect on the accuracy.

While being more accurate, the length-proportional idioms were
slower than area-proportional visualisation idioms. This result
aligns with previous graphic perception studies with visualisations
in a non-globular space [11, 12] and contributes to the understand-
ing of visual estimation of arc length and spherical cap area primi-
tives. The fastest in response time was the Billboarded Circles idiom
(mean time = 3.2 s) which is slightly faster than Tangential Circles
(3.9 s). The Normal Bars idiom (5.0 s) was the slowest among all be-
ing slightly slower than Billboarded Bars (4.6 s) and Tangential Bars
(4.8 s). The analysis of interaction effects showed interaction be-
tween the Tangential Bars and Normal Bars idioms. We found that
the Tangential Bars idiomwas slower thanNormal Bars in the Large
MaxSize condition but half a second faster in the Small MaxSize
condition. Another factor that affects the response time of the two
idioms was Distance. We found that the Tangential Bars idiom was
faster than Normal Bars on 60◦ but slower on 120◦.

Analysis of subjective measure suggested that Billboarded Bars
andNormal Barsmade participants more confident in their answers
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compared to the other types of idioms. The Billboarded Bars idiom
was perceived as easy to compare and requiring less rotation. Not
only yielding a high confidence rating, the Normal Bars idiom was
also considered as the most aesthetically pleasing one. Participants
perceived the Normal Bars as visually nice and outstanding. The
least aesthetically pleasing one was the Tangential Bars idiom. In
terms of perceived mental load, the tangential visualisation idioms,
Tangential Bars and Tangential Circles, were perceived as mentally
demanding. Participants commented that the Tangential Bars idiom
requires them relying on short term memory to estimate the two
values.

6 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS FOR VIRTUAL
GLOBES

Based on our graphic perception study, we formulate several impli-
cations for the design of globe visualisations.

3D normal bars and billboarded 2D bars on a virtual globe
are both accurate. In a desktop 3D perspective map geovisuali-
sation study, Bleisch et al. [4] found that billboarded 2D bars are
more accurate than 3D bars. However, we found no differences
between the two primitives. We attribute this finding to the less
cumbersome navigation on a globe compared to complex camera
navigation on 3D perspective maps [15]. The seamless navigation
on a globe makes it easy for users to perform value comparisons.

Tangential bars on a virtual globe are accurate to read but
are not aesthetically pleasing. Despite the angular distortion
of tangential 2D bars, participants in our study were able to read
values from tangential 2D bars as accurately as from billboarded
2D bars. However, the Tangential Bars idiom received the lowest
rating for aesthetics (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 1.78, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.01).

Tangential circles on a virtual globe are difficult to read.
The tangential circles idiom has clearly the worst reading accuracy.
The differences compared to billboarded circles is rather surprising
considering how easy it is to centre the tangential circle (as indi-
cated by qualitative feedback), which results in an undistorted view
of the circle. The difference in accuracy could be attributed to the
fact that, unlike with billboarded circles, participants could not see
two undistorted spherical caps simultaneously which forced them
to rely on visual memory rather than eye fixation. We also found
that participants tended to overestimate values mapped to tangen-
tial circles, i.e. spherical caps (Figure 8, left). While underestimation
of size differences in circles is a known issue with proportional
symbols [21], overestimation of tangential circles has not been
reported. This finding suggests that the spherical cap mapping
function would need to be perceptually adjusted.

Tangential bars and circles on a virtual globe have a high
perceived mental load. Participants’ comments and subjective
measures suggest that tangential primitives were unpleasant to use,
difficult to read, and required memorisation of visual primitives,
which led to a high perceived mental load.

Two normal bars can be accurately compared with globe
rotation. Despite inherent angular distortion, orienting bars on
the normal of the globe can be as accurate as billboarded bars. The
globe with normal bars was liked by the participants and received
the highest aesthetic rating. Although this idiom was the slowest

overall, the response time was less than 10% slower than the other
bar idioms.

Billboarded bars and circles require less globe rotation.
From an analysis of the recorded globe rotation interaction, we
found that tangential bars, normal bars, and tangential circles have
a significantly higher mean total rotation per trial than billboarded
idioms. From the qualitative feedback, we also found that partici-
pants required rotation interaction to align tangential primitives in
the centre and normal bars on the horizon.

Angular distance has no effect on accuracy. The absence
of an effect on accuracy of the Distance factor is rather surprising
since we expected that distortion of the tangential idioms with large
distances would negatively affect perception of values. However, it
appears from our results that interactive rotation helps participants
to overcome this issue, by allowing them to quickly rotate the globe
and compare two values.

Large primitives and large value differences are more ac-
curate to read.We found that larger visual elements have a better
estimation accuracy than smaller ones. This confirms a previous
study [25] that found extreme relative size differences are easier to
estimate than moderate ones (near 50%). However, increasing the
visual element size leads to increased occlusions in dense maps.

7 GEOBURST : EXPLORING A NEW GLOBE
VISUALISATION DESIGN

We were inspired by the observation in our user study that par-
ticipants often aligned 3D bars on the globe horizon. We decided
to explore the alignment of linked radial bar chart with the globe.
In this section, we present the motivation, our design idea, and an
implementation of the Geoburst prototype, a novel globe visualisa-
tion that combines a virtual globe with a radial bar chart (Figure 1,
right).

7.1 Motivation
All visualisation idioms that we tested in the study, position the
graphical primitives at the exact spatial reference point (and there-
fore have high locality). This approach is intuitive because it pre-
serves the geospatial distribution, but it does not allow primitives
to be arranged on a common axis . However, theory in data visuali-
sation suggests that arranging bars on a common axis has a positive
impact on reading accuracy [11, 25, 36].

A second potential issues with the evaluated idioms are occlusion
and distortion. Bars on the Billboarded Bars and Normal Bars can
occlude each other. Although occlusion can be circumvented with a
highlighting interaction, it would require users’ interventions. With
the current globe idioms, it is also not possible to show all values
at the same time, which requires users to rotate the globe to obtain
a good understanding of the global distribution. Distortion with
Normal Bars makes it difficult to compare values without aligning
the primitives on a common axis (e.g. the globe’s horizon).

The Geoburst idea mainly focuses on providing a virtual globe
visualisation that facilitates visual comparison using a common
scale, avoids distortion and occlusion, and provides a possibility
to show hidden data point values. Table 2 shows a comparison of
Geoburst with the Billboarded Bars and Normal Bars idioms. While
geolocations on the hidden hemisphere are completely occluded, the
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Geoburst design avoids occlusion among visual primitives, which
is a shortcoming of the other idioms that we evaluated.

Table 2: Comparison of Geoburst with Billboarded Bars and
Normal Bars idioms.

Idiom Distortion Occlusion Locality

Geoburst None Hemisphere Low
Normal Bars High Hemisphere + Primitives High
Billboarded Bars None Hemisphere + Primitives High

7.2 The Geoburst Visualisation
We use a composite visualisation approach [28] by integrating
a globe with a radial bar chart. A radial bar chart is an elegant
choice because of two reasons: i) good use of display space because
the circular shape of the radial bar chart wraps the globe nicely,
and ii) the wrapping minimises the distance between the spatial
location and its associated bar on the radial bar chart without
occluding the globe. Linking lines between the two views are used
to connect the spatial location on the globe with the bar on the
radial bar chart [13, 59], as suggested by the composite visualisation
guideline [28]. Also, the radial bar chart is compatible with a wide
variation of idioms on the globe surface.

The most important design factor in Geoburst is associating the
bars with their geospatial positions on the globe. We create the
same number of slots on the radial bar chart as there are number of
positions on the globe.We first tried a naive approach byminimising
the overall distance of position–bar pairs and realised that it causes
bars “jumping around” when their spatial positions were rotated
to the centre of the globe view. This naive approach also led to
severe crossings of lines linking the spatial position with the bar. A
redesign took into account the spatial distance between positions
on the globe. Our current approach arranges bars in groups rather
than only considering individual bars and consists of three main
steps: i) grouping, ii) bars placement, and iii) linking (Figure 10).

Grouping – The first step is grouping positions using a cluster-
ing approach. The grouping process can be done using various
point clustering methods; we use the DBSCAN clustering algo-
rithm. Alternatively, the grouping could also be done based on the
geographical area or data attributes (e.g. countries or continents).

Bars Placement – We arrange bars in groups using an optimi-
sation algorithm to minimise the distance between the cluster’s
centre and the bar in the radial bar chart. In our design, we use
the Hungarian algorithm [30]. Then, the bars within a group are
arranged using the Jarvis march algorithm [27].

Linking – Finally, lines are used to link each spatial position
on the globe with its corresponding bar. Interactive rotation of
the globe likely breaks the constraint of the minimum distance
between the position on the globe and the bar and could cause
severe crossings of links. Thus, the bars need to be rearranged after
each rotation. To avoid bar rearrangement on a small adjustment,
we use a minimum threshold for the rotation angle at which the
bar rearrangement is triggered. Moreover, the links can be made
transparent or semi-transparent when the globe is being rotated to
increase the visibility of the geo-locations.

We designed several link variations for Geoburst with the clutter
reduction taxonomy by Ellis and Dix [19] in mind. Visual links can
be either straight or curved, solid or faded [32] (Figure 11). A straight
line is rendered in the screen space while curved lines follow the
globe’s hemisphere in 3D space. Faded lines are transparent at their
mid-point and expected to reduce visual clutter. Alternatively, we
could also show a link only when it is needed, e.g. when the mouse
pointer hovers over a bar or a linked spatial location.

Grouping Bars placement Linking

Figure 10: Three main steps to create the Geoburst visuali-
sation: 1) group points (here we use the DBSCAN algorithm
with 𝑒𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛 = 6, 𝑚𝑖𝑛. 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 3), 2) arrange bars positions,
and 3) link points and bars. Groups are colour-coded for
illustration purposes. Bars for values on the hidden hemi-
sphere are faded.

Other visualisation design considerations inGeoburst are dealing
with hidden values and the radial size of the chart. By disconnecting
the visual element from the geospatial locations, we can show all
values on the radial bar chart. In our early design, the hidden and
visible values can be distinguished by different colour brightness
or alpha values (Figure 10). Although this property can be useful
to show the global value distribution, showing all values might
cause the bars being too small in width. As stated in our motivation,
bars aligned on a circle could be easier to compare than if they are
located on the globe. A possible variation can reduce the angular
size of the radial bar chart to less than the full 360◦ circle. The
use of a radial chart also allows us to place grid lines to help with
comparison tasks.

Interaction Design. To support globe exploration, we designed
interaction techniques for the Geoburst visualisation. Highlighting
interaction increases the size of a link on mouse over. Freeze Links
interaction allows users to highlight links permanently to support
multiple value comparisons or to bookmark specific locations. A
selection can be performed on the point or bar. Clear Links allows
users to remove an individual frozen link or clear all links. Lastly,
Automatic Rotation rotates the globe such that a hidden point be-
comes visible. This is triggered by a mouse action on the bar of the
hidden value.

7.3 Prototype and Expert User Feedback
We created a demo prototype of the Geoburst visualisation in Unity.
We used Tangential Circles as the base globe visualisation. Our
demo prototype allows users to tweak Geoburst parameters such as
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Figure 11: Geoburst variations of visual linking, radial size, thickness of the radial bar chart, and user interactions.

type of link and radial size. The dataset used in the demo prototype
was a city population dataset4.

We ran a preliminary evaluation with nine visualisation expert
users (seven PhD students in data visualisation, one postdoctoral
researcher, and one data visualisation lecturer) to obtain initial
feedback about this new globe visualisation approach and to bet-
ter understand users’ preferences of different visualisation design
factors. We published our demo on our web server and invited the
participants to explore the Geoburst demo. To help them with the
task, we provided sample questions such asWhat is the city with the
highest population in Asia, Europe, America, and Africa? orWhat are
the top five cities with the largest population? We asked them to fill a
questionnaire while reviewing the demo. We expected a session to
last 30 minutes on average per expert user. The questionnaire and
demo application are included in the Supplementary Material 4.

7.4 Summary of Feedback
Participants provided generally positive feedback about theGeoburst
visualisation. “This is a very cool visualisation”, P3. “Very well done!
I love playing with it. The idea of linking locations to bars is bril-
liant.”, P5. The Likert’s scale rating indicates participants found that
Geoburst is aesthetically pleasing and that they like the Geoburst
visualisation in general. Participants also found it easy to associate
values with the geographic locations but provided rather mixed
feedback about value comparison and for the confidence rating
(Figure 12).

We asked participants to comment on tasks that they found to be
easy to perform with the Geoburst visualisation. As expected, most
participants found Geoburst useful for finding the highest value or
the top #N values (P1, P2, P3, P6), and for comparison tasks of a
small number of values and/or of values on the same hemisphere

4www.geonames.org

(P1, P2, P4, P5, P9). Two participants also mentioned that Geoburst
is useful to retrieve information for an individual city (P4, P9).

The interactions received many positive comments. “It was easy
to interact, I understood how to do different task in just a few seconds”
(P6). Auto rotation was found to be smooth (P2) and interesting (P5).
The link interactions were found to be useful to mark points (P3)
and to identify bars and points (P2, P4). Clear links was found to
be intuitive (P2). One participant, P7, also mentioned that showing
hidden values on the bar chart allowed them to recall the search
they had done before. “It’s a cool idea. I like the separation of bar
charts and red dots over the globe surface. ... so, as I pan the globe to
see the opposite side, the bar chart still appears on the UI, where I can
recall the search I have done so far.” (P7).

Participants were also asked to comment on difficulties they en-
countered while exploring the data with Geoburst. Two participants
mentioned difficulties in following the bar arrangements during
globe rotation (P1, P7). A duration of 0.25 s for bar animations was
found to be too fast to follow, had unpredictable transitions, and
caused significant changes even on small adjustments. “Perform-
ing micro-adjustments is really annoying due to the way animations
work” (P1). “The bar charts kept refreshing as I panned” (P5). Six par-
ticipants also commented on difficulties comparing larger number
of values and/or values that were located far apart.

Participants suggested a number of improvements on the visual-
isation and interaction design. There were a number of suggestions
for the interactions including increasing the rotation speed (P1,
P2), making the frozen circles, bars, and links more apparent (P2,
P5), improving auto rotation to support selection of multiple val-
ues (P5), supporting multiple selection of bars for comparison (P4),
making links clickable (P3), and a freezing mechanism for bar ar-
rangements similar to the link freezing (P7). For the visualisation,
participants suggested to show axis labels (P4), extend Geoburst to

www.geonames.org
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maps (P5), and improve the optimisation algorithm to make the
bars rearrangement more predictable (P5).

7.5 Reflection
We received positive feedback from the expert participants about
the idea to complement a globe visualisation with a radial bar
chart that aligns values on a common scale without distortion and
occlusion. Although it needs to be further evaluated in a controlled
study, the Geoburst visualisation was found to be useful for finding
extreme values and comparing values in our preliminary study.

We asked participants to choose their preferences for Geoburst
parameters such as link variations, chart radial size, and chart
thickness. We learned from the expert users’ preferences that at
least for the chosen dataset size (207 cities in total), the visual clutter
from the links is not acceptable. Most participants preferred not to
show the links all the time. A possible option to resolve the links
clutter issue is aggregating linking [13] per group which we did not
implement in our initial design. In terms of link alpha value and
link type, most participants liked the curved solid link because they
found it intuitive for the spherical geometry (P3, P4), aesthetically
pleasing (P5, P7), and easy to follow (P1, P6, P8, P9). They also
preferred to have a full 360◦ radial chart in 1 × 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 thickness.
The preferred version of Geoburst is shown in Figure 13 (left).

The key issue revealed in our preliminary evaluation is that it is
unclear how and when bars should be rearranged without introduc-
ing a disruption of the users’ mental model of the visualisation. In
the current design, we set a globe rotation threshold of 5◦. Increas-
ing this threshold could prevent bars from being moved during
small adjustments of the globe rotation. Alternatively, as suggested
by one of the participants, we could have a “freeze bars” interaction
where users can stop bars from being rearranged. Furthermore, how

to make a comprehensible transition between bar arrangements
needs further exploration.

Reflecting on the feedback provided by the expert users, we see
several possible directions for further research into the Geoburst
design. Showing all bars is arguably useful to find extreme values.
However, for local tasks such as comparing values within a re-
gion, the non-relevant bars could be a distraction. Possible options
around this issue include showing only bars for values on the visible
hemisphere or determining visible bars based on the geo-location
distance to the centre of the view, which presumably is where users
would place points of interest. Further exploration on the Geoburst
idea could be to better understand the role of the radial bar chart in
this composite visualisation. Particularly, to see whether the radial
bar chart should be used as an on-demand feature or permanent
complementary visualisation. Lastly, the perceptual scalability of
the Geoburst visualisation needs further investigation to see how
much data can be visualised with Geoburst before it becomes too
cluttered.

Figure 13: Left: ideal Geoburst based on users’ preferences.
Right: we envision Geoburst can be used to augment a tangi-
ble globe in AR (a mock-up for illustration purposes.)

8 LIMITATIONS
We acknowledge several limitations in our study evaluating quan-
titative visualisation idioms for virtual globes. While relative size
comparison is one of the key tasks in geovisualisation [47], it is an
elementary task that involves a relatively small number of primi-
tives [2]. More complex synoptic tasks [2] such as pattern identifi-
cation or relational-seeking may yield different results. While we
had crowdsourced and non-crowdsourced participants in our study,
we did not compare the two groups due to the small number of
participants in the non-crowdsourced group. Although Prolific.co
participants are found to be more naive, less dishonest, and more
diverse, as well as to produce higher quality data than MTurk [42],
we acknowledge that the study was not conducted in an ideal lab en-
vironment. Lastly, the expert users’ feedback is insightful towards
improvements of the Geoburst design, but we see it as preliminary
due to the limited number of participants.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Despite its popularity, little attention has been paid to globe-based
visualisation. In this paper, we explored and evaluated the design of
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quantitative data visualisation on virtual globes. We evaluated five
visualisation idioms for virtual globes using a graphic perception
study. The results of our study show several insights, including
but not limited to empirical evidence supporting the value of the
Normal Bars idiom despite its distortion issue, and an increased
perceivedmental loadwhen visual elements are aligned tangentially
on the globe’s surface.

We then designed Geoburst, a novel approach of composite visu-
alisations to provide a common scale and avoid occlusion as well
as distortion by linking the globe visualisation to a radial bar chart.
We provided our initial visualisation and interaction ideas. The
feedback from nine expert users in data visualisation was positive
and revealed possible improvements for the Geoburst visualisation.

Future research should investigate the effectiveness of globe visu-
alisations with more complex tasks such as pattern identification or
relation-seeking. The effectiveness of two coordinated globes that
show complementary hemispheres and avoid an occluded hemi-
sphere could also be evaluated.

We aim at providing a robust empirical evaluation of theGeoburst
design and improving it further. One approach is to replace the
perspective or orthographic projection commonly used for the vi-
sualisation of three-dimensional globes on flat displays. The Gilbert
two-world map projection [16, 31] is an interesting alternative that
shows the entire sphere inside a circle on a globe-like map. With
this cartographic projection, all locations could be shown both on
the radial chart and the map.

Looking further, with the advancement of human-computer in-
teraction technologies, more ways are developed to visualise and
interact with globe-based visualisations. The effect of stereoscopic
and immersive displays and embodied interactions on the visuali-
sation of globes and maps [3, 48, 49] is a direction worth exploring.
Lastly, we envision theGeoburst visualisation can be used in an aug-
mented reality context to complement tangible globes (Figure 13,
right).
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